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Recall and Creation of Spatial Excitation Distributions in Dielectric Media
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(Received 20 January 1997)

We present an analytical theory for the optical properties of a novel three-level medium for which
the degree of its initial excitation is a function of the position. The spatial distribution of the excitation
can be imaged on the temporal profile of an electromagnetic signal that is created inside the medium
when traversed by a cw-laser field. We propose an experimental scheme to generate arbitrary spatial
excitations. [S0031-9007(97)04439-6]

PACS numbers: 42.65.Hw, 42.65.Re
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In recent years there has been a growing interest
exploring the unusual optical propagation properties
dielectric media that are coupled coherently to one
several laser fields. The dielectric material is typical
initially in its lowest energetically possible state. How
ever, recently, the optical transmission properties of
unusual medium—so-called phaseonium—have been
vestigated [1–4]. Phaseonium is a dielectric medium th
has been prepared in a coherent superposition of two
ergy eigenstates. This nontraditional medium is the k
element in recent proposals to use laser light for coher
quantum control of molecular reactions and various oth
processes [5]. The mechanism for electromagnetically
duced transparency, pioneered by Harris and co-work
[6], is also related to coherent excitations that are ma
tained by external fields. Various types of solitary wav
forms have been found for phaseonium [7], and it h
been demonstrated [8] that this medium can allow for t
formation of shape-invariant pulse pairs called adiabato
from arbitrary input fields.

In this Letter we report the first results for an optica
medium in which the quantum mechanical state of t
medium depends on the position. The degree of initial e
citation of the medium becomes a new variable depend
on space. The information contained in the spatial mod
lation of the excitation can be either an analog signal
a digital sequence of binaries. In the following, we wi
present a fully analytical theory for the optical properties
such a medium. If the space dependent excitation (SD
is partially coherent, a laser field can be injected into t
medium to “recall” this excitation. This recall field trig-
gers the formation of a second laser pulse (called the sig
field) with a different carrier frequency whosetemporal
envelope is an inverted mirror symmetric replica of th
medium’s originalspatial excitation distribution. Below
we first discuss the physical mechanism for the inform
tion recall from an SDE medium and then we show ho
the information contained in an amplitude-modulated o
tical beam can be converted into the space-dependent
citation of a medium that is initially in the ground state.

The two lowest lying statesj1l and j3l of the medium
are assumed to be dipole coupled to the same upper le
j2l. The SDE medium is in its ground statej1l with the
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exception of a spatial regime in which some of the pop
lation is also in the metastable statej3l, r11sz, t  0d 
1 2 jGszdj2 andr33sz, t  0d  jGszdj2. The excitation
distribution Gszd is an arbitrary function of the position
z with jGszdj2 # 1. The initial off-diagonal coherence
r31sz, t  0d is related here to the diagonal density ma
trix elements viajr13j  l

p
fr11r33g where0 , jlj ,

1. The complex parameterl is identical to zero for ther-
mally populated levels andjlj  1 for perfect atomic co-
herence.

The electromagnetic wave can be expressed in terms
its complex amplitude, where we assume that the rec
field ER as well as the signal fieldES are practically
monochromatic:

Esz, td  x̂ERsz, td expfivRst 2 zycdg

1 ŷESsz, td expfivSst 2 zycdg 1 c.c. , (1)

with the two resonant optical frequenciesvR (transition
2 $ 3) and vS (transition 1 $ 2). We use the slowly
varying envelope approximation such that the tempo
and spatial evolution of each amplitude is governed by t
well-known reduced wave equation. ForESsz, td we haveµ

≠

≠z
1

1
c

≠

≠t

∂
ESsz, td  i

2pvS

c
PSsz, td , (2)

and a similar equation for the recall fieldERsz, td. The
polarization depends on the medium’s microscopic dipo
momentPsz, td  N trfrsz, tdd̂g, whereN denotes the
density of atoms and̂d the slowly varying part of the
corresponding atomic dipole operator. The notation
simplified if we replace the electric field amplitudesES

and ER by Rabi frequencies viaS ; 2dSESyh̄ and R ;
2dRERyh̄ where d is the dipole moment between the
relevant levels. The propagation constants are rela
to the density of atoms viamS ; 4pN d2

SvSyh̄c and
similarly for mR . To obtain fully analytical solutions,
we assume equal oscillator strengthmS  mR for both
transitions.

To present our theory first for the simplest possib
case, we begin with a SDE medium with a fully es
tablished atomic coherencesl  1d such that each atom
can be described by state amplitudesCjsz, td wherej 
1, 2, 3. We assume that the response of the medium
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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the field is temporally adiabatic leading to the trappe
state conditionSsz, td  2C3sz, td

p
fRsz, td2 1 Ssz, td2g .

If we assume that the input fieldR is slowly varying, this
approximation is quite reasonable if the excitation fun
tion Gszd does not change very rapidly:

≠

≠z
Gszd

q
f1 2 jGszdj2g ø

2m

R
1

R
c

. (3)

Even though this inequality contains aspacederivative,
it follows directly from the temporally adiabatic atomic
dynamics which guarantee that the evolution follow
closely the instantaneous eigenvectors of the system.

The trapped-state condition applied to Eq. (2) toget
with a correction due to nonadiabaticity leads to a no
linear wave equation [8] for the amplitude of statej3l:∑

≠

≠z
1

µ
1
c

1
2m

Rsz, td2 1 Ssz, td2

∂
≠

≠t

∏
C3sz, td  0 ,

(4)
which needs to be solved under the initial condition of t
mediumC3sz, t  0d ; Gszd and the boundary condition
given by the two fields: Rsz  0, td ; Rstd and Ssz 
0, td ; 0. The denominator in Eq. (4) is proportional t
the sum of the intensities and satisfies a simple lin
wave equation such that its evolution is simply give
by Rsz, td2 1 Ssz, td2  Rst 2 zycd2 [8,9]. The general
solution for the signal fieldSsz, td can be found analytically
and requires the inversion of an integral [10]. If we assu
that the recall field is zero fort , 0 the solution is

Ssz, td  2Rst 2 zycdG

"
z 2

1
2m

Z t2zyc

0
dt0 Rst0d2

#
.

(5)
This expression shows that an electromagnetic sig
Ssz, td is created inside the medium as soon as the fr
edge of the recall field reaches that spatial domain
which Gszd is nonzero. The maximum signal amplitud
can approach that of the recall field if there are regio
in the medium in which the population is entirely in th
metastable statesjGj  1d. We discuss here the cas
which is of most practical importance. It correspon
to a recall field that has a constant amplitude after
turn-on. If the total length of the medium is larger tha
the domain in whichGszd is nonzero, the created signa
does not get attenuated or distorted and travels w
invariant shape. The propagation velocity of the sign
is VS  cs1 1 2mcR22d21 and can be much smalle
thanc, which indicates that the signal and the recall fie
interact strongly with the medium. As soon as the SD
information has been recalled, the medium passed by
signal is left behind in the ground state. As an interest
redundancy one should note that the recall field at out
obtains some of the SDE information, but in inverte
form. The spatial length of the emitted signal is identic
to that of Gszd, which we denote byL. The temporal
width TS decreases with increasing intensity of the rec
field, TS  Ls1 1 2mcR22dyc.

To demonstrate the recall process graphically, we sh
in Fig. 1 temporal snapshots of the signal taken at vari
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distances. In this example, the excitation functionG was
chosen to be a doubly peaked Gaussian (Fig. 2). T
scaled propagation distanceZ ; zyL is in units ofL such
that G fi 0 if Z [ f0, 1g. It follows that Z  1 is the
minimum propagation distance required to read o
the excitation functionGsZd. When the wave front of
the recall field reaches the regime in whichGszd is
nonzero, the signal is created. For distancesZ . 1,
the recall is completed and the (two-peak) signal puls
propagates shape invariant through the medium wi
reduced speed and without significant attenuation.

In Fig. 2 we show the “energy” of the signaleSsZd ;R
dt0 jSsZ, t0dj2 as a function of the propagation distance

The energy growth rate depends onG, shown by the bro-
ken line. For larger distancesZ . 1 the energy remains
practically constant, indicating the shape-invariant prop
gation of the signal. In the figure we also show the energ
of the recall fieldeRsZd ;

R
dt0jRsZ, t0dj2. The decrease

at Z [ f0.2, 0.8g shows that some of the energy of the
recall field has been converted to create the signal. T
total electromagnetic energyeS 1 eR is conserved, which
demonstrates that the stored energy of the medium due
population in levelj3l is not used for the signal. This
physical mechanism is obviously different from the opera
tion process of a standard light amplification in which th
gain is paid for by atomic excitation energy.

We now turn to an interesting superposition law for non
linear propagation. Even though the interaction betwee
the medium and the fields is highly nonperturbative as th
excitation of the medium evolves in space and time, th
trapped-state relation betweenC3sz, td andSsz, td indicates
that the “operator” that relates the input datafRstd, Gszdg
to the output fieldSsz, td is linear with respect toGszd. To
illustrate this “linear” relation between the spatial distribu
tion Gszd and the temporal profile of the generated signa
field, we have prepared the medium’s degree of excit
tion Gszd as a three-peaked function of space as shown

FIG. 1. The generation and propagation of the signal fiel
SsZ, T d inside the medium. The retarded timeT ; st 2
zycdRy10 is measured in units ofR21, where R denotes the
Rabi frequency of the recall field. The created doubly peake
signal travels shape invariant with reduced speed forZ . 1.
The initial excitation functionGsZd is shown in Fig. 2. [The
parameters areR  10, m  1, L  3000, andl  21.]
3163
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FIG. 2. The conversion of the electromagnetic energy of t
recall field eRsZd ;

R
dt 0jRsZ, t0dj2 into that of the signal

eSsZd. The broken line shows the excitation functionGsZd.
Note that eR 1 eS is conserved. [Same parameters as
Fig. 1.]

Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b) we show the temporal profile of th
resulting signal. As expected, this profile is inverted an
mirror symmetric to the spatial distribution ofGszd and
every detail contained in the spatial excitation informatio
has been transferred to the signal field. We present
real part of the amplitude in the figure to show that eve
the phase ofGszd is mapped on the signal.

To check our approximate analytical formula we hav
also solved the Maxwell and Liouville equations numer
cally using a modified Runge-Kutta-Euler algorithm t
solve the corresponding eleven coupled partial different
equations in space and time. We have included spon
neous emission from level 2, collisional broadening b
tween each of the lower states and the upper state, as
as an irreversible decay from the upper level. The exa
numerical solution is also displayed in Fig. 3(b) and th
two curves are practically indistinguishable. This exce
lent agreement is typical for all of our calculations as lon
as the relaxation rates for dissipative processes mentio
above are smaller than the Rabi frequencyR of the recall
field. Even if the relaxation rates are comparable toR, the
amplitude of the signal field was compressed by only 50

Finally, we want to show that the information transfe
efficiency is reduced if the off-diagonal coherence betwe
levelsj1l andj3l is imperfectfjlj fi 1g. We have repeated
our exact numerical simulation of the coupled Maxwel
Liouville equations for the same excitation functionGszd
shown in Fig. 3(a) but for various degrees of coheren
l. The growth pattern of the signal energy is illustrate
in Fig. 4. As expected the transfer is reduced. On t
other hand, the curve forl  0.25 shows that a medium
with only 25% coherence is still suitable to generate
significant signal, merely with a smaller amplitude. Th
practically zero slope of the energy for sufficiently larg
distances indicates that perfect coherence is not neces
for the loss-free propagation. The signal pulse width (n
shown) decreases with decreasingl, but the basic temporal
(three-peak) structure is qualitatively maintained even f
l as low as 0.25, which suggests that the recall effect
relatively robust.
3164
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FIG. 3. Superposition law for nonlinear pulse propagation.
Relation between the spatial profile of excitationGsZd and
the temporal profile of the generated signal fieldSsZ, T d.
(a) The medium’s initial excitation distributionGsZd with
perfect coherencesl  1d. (b) The temporal profile of the
signal field (in units ofR) after it has been created by the
medium. The second curve is the prediction according to
the exact numerical solution of the coupled Maxwell-Liouville
equations. The atomic relaxation times due to the dissipativ
processes mentioned in the text were chosen to be equal to t
pulse duration of the generated signal pulse. The two curve
are practically indistinguishable. [R  10, m  1, L  4000.]

The curve labeledm corresponds to the case of unequal
propagation coefficientsm. Even though the energy
growth pattern of the signal is similar to that for the case
of equal couplings, no form-invariant propagation is found
for Z . 1. The shape of the signal amplitude (not shown)
displays fast oscillations that are a typical signature o
nonadiabaticity in pulse propagation.

Let us now demonstrate the generation of a position
dependent excitation inside a medium that is initially
entirely in the ground state. We will show below that

FIG. 4. The energy of the signal field for the same excitation
function GsZd as shown in Fig. 3 but for various degrees of
atomic coherencel. All the parameters are as in Fig. 3. The
graph denoted withm is for perfect coherencesl  1d but
unequal propagation constants (mS  1.3 andmR  1).
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this can be accomplished using two amplitude-modulat
optical pulses of different carrier frequency. Consider th
the ground-state medium is subjected to two resonant la
pulses,V1 pumping the 1-2 transition andV3 coupling
the levels 3 and 2. If the two fields are turned on in th
counterintuitive sequence (V3 enters the medium before
V1), then the trapped-state condition indicates that t
final state of the medium depends only on the details
how the pulses are turned off [11]:

C3sz, `d  2 lim
t!`

V1sz, tdq
V

2
1 sz, td 1 V

2
3sz, td

. (6)

The final excitation at the entry surface of the medium
sz  0d is determined by the input pulse shapes of th
fields. Inside the mediumsz . 0d, however, the dynamics
are more complicated as both pulses can change th
shapes and the trailing edge of the fields can propag
with different velocities.

Using the theory of adiabatons [8,9], it is possible to fin
analytical expressions for the final excitation distributio
inside the medium. This theory provides solutions fo
the space- and time-dependent amplitudes of two reson
laser pulses that are injected in the counterintuitive tim
sequence into a three-level medium initially in its groun
state. Applied to our situation it predicts the final medium
state as a function of the input fields:

C3sz, `d

 2
V1sssz  0, t  xszddddp

V1sssz  0, t  xszdddd2 1 V3sssz  0, t  xszdddd2

(7)

where the functionxszd ; F21fFssss`d 2 zdddg andFsxd ;
s2md21

Rx
0 dtfV1sz  0, td2 1 V3sz  0, td2g and

F21fyg is its inverse function. If the medium is subjecte
to two input pulses with specified pulse shapes and te
poral delay between the pulses, any arbitrary excitati
function Gszd  C3sz, `d can be generated inside the
medium. In general, the SDE depends on the pul
shapes of both fields. It is helpful to point out a speci
case which has some similarity with the recall proce
when viewed in reversed time. In this situation the inpu
pulse forms are complementary such that the sum of bo
intensities is constants;Vd at z  0 for 0 , t , Tm

and 0 otherwise. The required integral inversion ca
be done analytically and we obtain the simple solutio
C3sz, `d  2V1sz  0, t  Tm 2 2mzyVdyV. In this
case the final medium excitation is precisely a mirro
symmetric replica of the temporal pulse shape of only on
of the input fields.

The applicability of the theory is not restricted to an
specific laser pulse shapes or specific functional forms f
Gszd. The recall mechanism in a material with a controlle
SDE could be exploited to tailor pulses with any desire
shape. The index of refraction depends directly onjGszdj2.
As an example, a sequence of several pulsesV1 at input
would generate a spatially modulated periodic index.
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Our theoretical predictions can be tested experimental
in the optical regime. Harris’ group [12] has provided the
first experimental evidence for adiabatons [8]. A simila
optical scheme could be used to first generate a SD
medium with two pulses and then to recall the excitatio
distribution with a single field. A sequence of experiment
with variable timing of the recall field delay would show
the lifetime of the SDE coherence. Hakutaet al. [13] have
recently demonstrated experimentally that solid hydroge
can provide an ideal material to study coherences.
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